FRENCH INDO-CHINA
had naturally a military origin, but their development suffered an
eclipse when provincial budgets were abolished. Under Sarraut, Tonkin
became the object of road solicitude, because of its dense population
and insufficient waterways. Provisioning famine areas, and making
mines accessible, furnished additional motivation.
Sarraut had a prophetic vision of the importance of motor travel at
a time when railways, though unpopular, were still regarded as the
best means of transportation. The 1913 loan was the first to allot
credits to railway building. From 1900 to 1927, 44,000,000 piastres
were spent on such public works. The War, by cutting off railway
supplies to the colony, gave an additional stimulus. By 1931, about
25,000 kilometres of carefully classified roads had been built, of which
more than half were paved in stone. It was a remarkable work for a
very few years. Motor-cars showed a corresponding increase. Their
number rose from 5,663 in 1923 to 17,200 in 1927. The classification
of these roads was patterned after the French model. The chief artery
was to link the four capitals to the Chinese and Siamese frontiers. la
Z937» Colonial Route No. 13 will link Lower Laos to Cochin-China
from Savannakhet to Thakkek, and from Vientiane to Paksane. There
will be a further effort to improve the present road between Vinh and
Luang-Prabaiig. Subsidiary roads were to penetrate the hinterland,
with the special aim of connecting plateaux with ports. No one can
deny the remarkable quality of this achievement, but doubt can defi-
nitely be cast upon its usefulness,
As with railways, political reasons have triumphed over economic
TOBsidersttons. Facilitating the work of the administration, not to
the comfort of the administrators, is added to assuring the
security of the country. Unlike the railways, roads bring m
ao	at all, apart from the sale of petrol, and their upkeep is a
on, the budget. Hie original cost of the roads is as
compared to the vigilance and expense required, at an annual
erf 6,000,000 piastres. The most inacessible regions and famine
neglected for the sake of other roads, easier to buHd
to facilitate tourist sightseeing.
The French have inherited the Roman tradition of road building* to
a	ih*t it bus beea called fc/ofe des r<mtes. Roads appeal
to the eye by tbeir	and to the imagination by bringing to
life	were fojroerly suspended in somnolent isolation*
be         in	railwmys woidd take too long or
be too	'1!be,	0a tie lugives, has beea immediate

